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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Overview

STORM(Simulation of TSI and OtherResistMechanisms) is a programfor simulating Top
Surface imaging (TSI) andodierresistmechanisms in lithography processes. Theprincipal
components of STORM areSPLAT forexposure simulation, BAKE forFostexposure bake
(PEB)simulation, and SILY2D for silylation simulation. Later versionswill includean oxy
genreactive ion etching imagetransfersimulator. Thecomputerprogramfor SILY2D and
BAKEsolves a set of chemicalkinetics nonlinearpartial differentialequationsusing the finite
elementmethodfor spacediscretization anda backwarddiffoence formulatime advancement
scheme for tirne. discretization. In addition to the chemical kinetics equations, SILY2Dalso
solves thevirtual power equation to determine themechanical stress fields andpolymer defor
mation.Hie simulation domainmay be a crosssectionor a top viewof a photoresist This
release includes the Contour, X-Window^ plotting program tovisualize the simulation
results.

The algorithmfor BAKEis capableof simulating problemssuch as postexposure bake, line
end shortening and resist film top loss. The algorithm for SiLY2D iscapable ofsimulating
problemssuch as stress inducedreactionretardation effectson polymerswellingduringsilyla
tion.

This version of STORMcomes without GUI; the user must execute the program by modifying
the appropriate inputparameterfiles.The includedsoftwaretoolsmay be run as separatestand
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aloneprograms. Communication between programs is primarily through files. Thisformof
information transfer allows intermediate steps to be saved and retrieved for lat^ use.

STORM isdesigned for use onengineeting workstations running unda the Unix™ operating
systems. The plottingprogramrequirethe X window system. Memoryrequirements depends
on the number of nodesapproximating the simulation domain. Practicalsimulations require
between 1 and 200megabytes of physical memory. Run timesdepends on machineandprob
lem size. For exarqple,BAKE and SILY2Drun und^ 1 minute on 600MHz DEC Alpha and
under 10 minutes on a 200MHz Sun Ultra Sparc machine (441 nodes).

1J2 Source Code Informatioii and Acknowledgments

This release of STORM comes without the source code. However, the following information
on the source code is given for ease of document modification for future releases. BAKE and
S1LY2D code of STORM verl.O is written in the C-H- programming language. The code uses
the libraries below. We acknowledgethe followingpeople for making these libraries available
in the public domain:

Triangle Jonathan R. Shewchuk
SuperLU Sh^iy Li
MV++ R. Pozo

Meschach David E. Stewart

The class description fiOles are:

bakeJi Postexposure bake simulator class definition
sily.h Silylation simulator class definition
nodeJh Domain grid point class definition
eleJi Domain element class definition

myblasJh Auxiliary BLAS header file

The cmresponding class impl^entation files are:

bake.cc

sily.cc
node.cc

ele.cc

myblas.cc
mauLCC Class us^ file

STORM use the following files:

bake.in PEB initial condition file
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bake.par
sily.par
viewsplatm
viewbakejn

viewsiljun
sim_regioii
to simulate

13 About this manual

Section 1.0

Section 2.0

Section 3.0

components

Section 4.0

.Section 5.0

PEB parameters file
Silylation parameters file
MATLAB script for viewing SPLATresults
MATLAB script for viewing BAKE results
MATLAB script for viewing SEy2D results
PERL script for choosing appropriateregion

Introduction

A general overviewof STORM is provided.

Installation

This section discusses how the simulation

programSTORMis compiledand installed.

Running STORM and individual

A brief introduction to commands and iiq>ut
file keywordsis presentedin this section.

Lithography Simulation Ihtorial
Twotutorial exanq)lesto let the user become
familiar with the commands and procedures
of running STORM are given

Hiysical Models in STORM
This section describes the physical models
implemented in the various programs
contained SPLAT, BAKE, and SILY2D.

The conventionsused throughoutthis users' guide are as follows:

• Words which are in ALL CAPITALLETTERS represent programs or shell
scripts.

• Wordsin bold let^ rq[Hesent commandsto be Qped exactly as it ^^pears
on the users' guide.

• Words in italics representinput or outputfilenames for commandline argu
ments

• Wordsinside [square brackets] are options to commands.

• Words in the Courier font represent characters in a file or output from
programs.

• The string "ws%" represents the unix pron^)t on a workstation.

• The string *'»" represents the MATLAB prompt
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2.0 Installation

2.1 Resource Reqairements

The computing environment of the user should:

• be capable of compiling and running C and FORTRAN programs.

• have at least 10 mega bytes of disk space available to hold the data jSles

• haveMATLAB ver 4.0 or higher software. (The us^ could write his/her own
script files for anotherprogram or even write their own analysis programs.)

2.2 Organization

The distribution files are separated into a STORM archive and two soipts:

1. StormMake (Script to build STORM.)
2. StormClean (Script to clean all object files)

3. STORM Code (Directories containing the code and binaries to build
STORM)

23 Installation

This softwarepackage consists of the main program STORM as well as oth^ supporting rou
tines to be run on the user's workstation.

1. SILY2D(Program for silylation simulation.)
2. BAKE (Programs for Post^posure bake simulation.)
3. SPLAT(Program written in Fortran for calculating aerial images.)
4. CONTOUR (Program to view SPLAT ouq)ut)

To install STORM, move stoiml.O.tar.gzto a directory (say $HOME/bin) where STORM
shouldreside.Uncompress the STORM by typingthe following command:

ws% gunzip storm.tar.gz

If done correctly, the .gz sufidx diat was previously attached to the file should vanish.

Untar the storml.O.tar file by typing:

ws% tar -xvf storml.O.tar

ws%cd STORM

You should now see the two shell scripts and following directories:

Bake
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Contour

Sily2D
Splat

Youare nowready to start compilingSPLATand CONTOUR.Make sure you are in the
STORM AND type:

ws% csh StormMake

You will now be asked to enter the system under which your workstation is running. Please
enter this information accuratelyand properly since the source code will not compile ade
quately without this information.

Since SPLAT is written in FORTRAN, you will also be asked to enter the FORTRAN com
piler you have.The two typesof compilersfor whichMakeiSles are provided are the XLF (for
the IBM XLF compiler) and f77 compilers. If your conq)iler is diffident firom either of these
two, you will need to constructyour own Makefilefor SPLATand conopile it individually.
When compilingbegins you should see the following messages about the status of the compi
lation on the screen:

STORM Release 1.0

(C) 1998 University of California, Berkeley

conpilation and installation

please send coimnents/bug reports/suggestions/

to ebo@argon.eecs.berkeley.edu

Please enter target (SunOS, Solaris or AIX or
DEC) = SunOS
Please enter the Fortran compiler you have (f77
or xlf) f77

Compiling for OS = SunOS

and so on

Check to make sure that the exact configuration, such as the system and machine, matches
your current setup.

If the installation is successfiil, you should see the following message:

Compilation completed successfully
Copy or link needed executables to your bin
Have a nice day!!!
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If cosaqpilation is unsuccessful, you should see an «Tor message telling you when and where
compilation was tenninated. In this case, please see Section 2.4 which gives you suggestions
that may help the program coiiq)ileproperly.

Aft^ con^ilation, you may or may not want to remove the object files that were oreated for
each programu Toremove ALL the object fiOies that were created, siniq>ly type:

ws% csh StormClean at the Unix prompt.

Onceagain you shouldsee somemessagestellingyou that object filesare being iemoved.

2.4 Installation Problems

The main reasons for an unsuccessful installation are:

1. Lack of disk space

Either providesufficient spaceor adjust the **build.all" script to buildonly
onem(^ule at a timeand thendeletethe installed tar files after thebuild.

2. Incmrect permission settings

Make sure you have sufficientpermissionfor the destinationdirectories.
Check the status display to see that the destination directories are as desired.
If you are ingtalling to a systemdirectory(such as /usr/local/bin),you may
have to "su root"

##The installation script automatically sets the p^mission level to 0755 for
executables and 0644 for libraries. If you need to set diffi^nt permission
levels, you will have to modify each Makefilemanually. There are no provi
sions for customized permission levels at this point #

3. hosing headeror library files

This occurs normally because of missing or incorrect X libraries. Check to
make sure that your X release is completeand current If the installationstill
fails, then contact us.

4. Conq)ilation enors

Make sure standardconqril^ (like cc and not gcc, ANSI C, or CC) are used.
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3.0 Running STORM and Individual components

STORMconsistsof manypowerful tools whichcan be combinedtogetherto simulatea pro
cess. Inorder torun SPI^, for example, the splat-vyfu0e must be specified. Likewise, to
run BAKEand SILY2D, the bake-inpu^ and sily-inpu^le must be given(see belowfor
details on the file formats). MATLAB plots can be generated from the output files.A full simu
lation using the three modules is performedby running the following:

ws% splat < splat-inpu^e

SPLATou^uts a 2D contour file of the exposedresist which can then be baked to gen^te a
hydroxyl group concentration matrix needed for silylation simulation. BAKE can then be run
by typing:

ws% bake

BAKEgenerates a hydroxyl group concentrationmatrix which can be silylated by SILY2Dby
typing:

% sliy -bake

Silylation can be simulated without prior Postexposurebake. In this case SILY2Dis run by
typing:

% sliy -^lat

The followingSTORMprocess flowdiagramwill serve to explain the dependencyof the vari
ous modules in a concise manner In the diagrambelow, note that S1LY2D can be run without
running BAKE first.
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PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM FOR STORM

/—BSKE N
r parametos file j

/—spcsr—N
r input files j

SPLAT ^2Dintensityfile
m

BAKE

2D intensityfile

3.1 Rumimg SPLAT

SILY2D

^ S1LY2D N
( parameters file j

Hydroxyl group file

For detailed information on SPLAT, consult the SPLATUser's Manual. The basic information
is presented hereasanintroduction torunning SPLAT asa stand alone program.

SPLAT accq)ts a file ofstatement numbers, >vith each statement number followed bya listof
arguments. Acommand lines beginning with thepound sign (#)is ignored, anda line begin
ningwith anampasand (&) is considered as a continuation of dieprevious line.

Theprojection system is specified bydefining theillumination wavelength, numerical aper
ture, defocus, partial coherence andthefive primary lensaberrations: sph^cal aberration,
coma, agrigmarism, curvature, and distortion.

The masV is specified asa setofrectangles ortriangles, each with a given transmittance and
phase.Thenthe image is simulated fora specified region.

The parser does not recognize key words, and sinq)ly skips over them. Thus, the foDowing isa
basic valid SPLAT command file:

P.xample thinfilm SPLAT inputfile (splat.tsi)
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#file generation TSI resist

stmt 1: print = 3

stmt 2: lambda = 0.248 um

stmt 3: na = 0.6

stmt 4: defocus = 0.0 mode = 1

stmt 5: sigma =0.5

stmt 6: mask = 0.3 x 0.3 trans = 0;

stmt 7: cutout = (0.00, 0.00) 0.125 x 0.3 trans = 1;

stmt 35: resist layer = RESIST_LAYER 'film.uvll'

stmt 31: mag = 5 mode = 0;

stmt 32: 50; #table look-up

stmt 10: 0 2;

stmt 14: outline from (-0.3, 0.0) to (0.3, 0.0)

& with 31 points mode = 1 in 'uvll .RESIST_LAYER'

end 0

The last line (stmt 14) tells SPLATto discretize each layer (0.6um wide) using 31 nodes.

In additionto splattsi inputhie, parametersspecificto the photoresistbeing exposedmust be
specified.

Example UVUHSphotoresist input file (film.uvll):

4.73 -0.14 1.0 0.0

1.68 20.74 0.2 0.012 5 0.8 90

The last 2 numbers on the last line (0.8 90) tells SPLAT to divide a O.Bum thick resist into 90
layers. For more information on other parameters, please

at the explanationgivenunderSPLATin the Physical Models sectionof this manual.

To run the above, type:

ws%nm.layers splattsi 190

nuLlayers is a unix script to run many thin-filmint^erence simulations using a single input
file. The soipt searches for the word *RESIST_LAYER' and replaces it with the current resist
lay»and then calls SPLAT. Therefore, inthis particular simulation th^ will be90 different
ID intensity contour files in the cuiient directory. To convert these ID intensity plots to a 2D
contour plot, type:

ws%merge.layers uvILRESIST_LAYER 190 >tsLcnt

mei:ge.layers is another unix script used to merge 2D intensity contour files ocated using
run.layers command, hi this example the merged contour file is written to tsLcru. The ou^ut
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file needs to be edited to reflect the spatial dimensionsof the photoresist See Ihtoria! section
for example.

The output fiOle tsLcntcontains the intensity profile infoimation of the resist matrix. Each num
ber in the file (excludingthe header lines) is the normalized intensity value at a particular node
in the resist Note that in this particular exanople, the ntimber of nodes representing the resist
matrix is 31X90=2790 nodes. Most uniprocessor machines do not have enough memory
resources (> 1 Gigabyte) to run STORM with this many nodes. In most applications, the inten
sity pattern in the resist is periodic (standing waves in non absorbing resists) or the exposed
li^t isabsorbed inthe near top region ofthe resist (TSI resists). Inboth cases only asmall
region of the domain can be simulated without much loss of accuracy.In our particular exam
ple the top 0.1 micron of the resist can be simulated.Also in most cases, symmetrycan be
exploitedto simulateonly half of the selecteddomain.Toselectthe top 0.1 micronof flieresist
for BAKE and SILY2Dsimulation, run the included PERL script file as follows:

w5%sim_regioii uvUxnt 0.10.3

This will output die file bake.in in the Bake directory

3,2 RnimmgBAKE

BAKEexpects the image to be storedin a filecalled bake.in.Any other image filemust be
moved to fliis name for BAKE to execute properly.The PEB parameters must be specified in
the paramet^ file bake.par.

ExampleBAKEparameters i]q}ut file (bake,par):

l.lOe-3

55.0

5.56

1.0

1.7

0.0

100.0

# Do: Diffusivity Coefficient

# K_l: Reaction Rate e Coefficient

# K_2: Acid Loss Rate

# omega: Nonlinear Diffusion Coupling Coefficient

# fit: Acid fitting parameter

# k_4: Acid Sites Desorption rate constant

# t_final: Total Postexposure Bake Time

To run BAKE, type:
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ws% bake

The program quitsexecutionsunder the following 2 conditions:

1)Program time reaches specifiedPEB time

2). Program reaches steady state before specifiedPEB time.

A successful BAKErun should output hydro.in,an input file for SKY2D.

33 Rumimg SILY^.

S1LY2D expects the inputfiles calledbake^in and hydw.in.If yourun BAKEbeforerunning
SILY2D, bake generates the hydw.infile andouq)Uts it to the Sily2Ddirectory. Youmust
make sure you copythe bake.infile into the Sily2DdirectorybeforerunningSILY^. If you
arerunningS1LY2 without a previous BAKErun, any the imagefile fix)m SPLAT mustbe
moved to the Sily2D directory for SILY2Dto execute properly.

Beforerunningsily2D,the silylationparametervaluesmust be specifiedin the filesify.par.

Exanq>le S1LY2D parameters irQ>ut file (sify.par)

l.Oe-3

1.0

0.01

1.0

1.0

100.0

500.0

10.0

5.5e-05

0.001

0.634

0.01

100.0

# D: Diffusivity Coefficient

# K_l: Reaction RatRate e Coefficient

# psi: Nonlinear Stress Coupling Coefficient

# omega: Nonlinear Diffusion Coupling Coefficient

# t_relax; Polymer Relaxation Time

# eta: Polymer Viscosity

# alpha: Yoiing Modulus?
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# P: Chamber Pressure

# k_3; Silylation Agent Adsorption rate constant

# k_4: Silylation Agent Desorption rate constant

# E_max; Polymer Swelling Parameter {get rid of
later)

# A_max: Polymer Swelling Parameter (get rid of
later)

# t_final: Total Silylation Time

To run S1LY2D WITHOUT prior BAKE run, type:

ws% sity -splat

To run SILY2D WITH prior BAKErun, type:

ws% sily -bake

3.4 Running The Plot Programs.

The results obtained from simulation can beplotted using MATLAB^ orCONTOUR. The
plot programs, CONTOURmay be run as independentX-Window programs. They are run by
typingthe programname followed by the plot data fQe name.MATLAB scripts are provided
for plotting SPLAT, BAKEand SILY^H) output data. If you get an oror message lilin"cannot
open display"y you need to set yourUnix shellDISPLAY variableby typing:

ws% setenv DISPLAY host:display

where host is the name of your workstation and display is the numbor assigned to your termi
nal screen.

To exit CONTOUR,singly click the mouse in the windowor in the QUIT button ifone exists.
The plotter will then create a PostScripthie nameddataplotps and pronq}t to ask if the file
should be sent to the default printer.
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4.0 A Tutorial for doing Lithography Simulation

The following sectionoffers a small tutorial for 2D Lithography Simulation. The first mtorial
simulates acid diffusion in a DUV resist cross section during P^. A top view simulation is
also presented for conqpleteness. The second tutorial simulates.silylationof a TSl resist This
brief tutorial is meant to help the user get a feel for running simulations in STORM. One can
also use this mtorial to check that the software has been installed and is nmning prop^ly.

4.1 Esqposuce of DUV Resist Cross Section

The SPLATinput deck initializes various process conditions such as the wavelength, diameter
of the numbed aperture, partial coherence factor and the size and geometry of the mask. The
following command is used to simulate a thin-film v^ion of SPLAT.

stmt 35: resist layer = RESIST_LAYER 'film.uvll'

"fibrLuvH" contains the thin-filmSPLAT parameter values to be used in this simulation..

The entire SPLATinput file, splatuvll, is shown below. For more information on these com
mands, please look at the mqplanation given under SPLATin the Physical Models section of
this manual.

# Fast thin-film SPLAT exanple for uvIIHS resist.

# 0.25 um contact

stunt 1: print = 3

stunt 2: lambda = 0.248 um

stunt 3: na = 0.6

stmt 4: defocus = 0.0 mode = 1

stunt 5: sigma = 0.5

stunt 6: mask = 0.3 x 0.3 trans s= 0;

stmt 7: cutout = (0.00, 0.00) 0.125 x 0.3 trans = 1;

stmt 35: resist layer = RESIST__LAYER 'film.uvll'

stunt 31: mag = 5 mode = 0;

stunt 32: 50; #table look-up

stunt 10: 0 2;

stmt 14: outline from (-0.3, 0.0) to (0.3, 0.0)

& with 31 points mode = 1 in 'uvll .RESIST_LAYER'

end 0

The paramet^ Sit,film.uvU, is also shown below.

The thin-film SPLAT input file
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4.73 -0.14 1.0 0.0

1.68 0.74 0.2 0.012 5 0.8 90

To run a thin-jGlm SPLAT input deck, type

ws% nuulayers splatuvll 190

This simulation will create 90 different ID intensity contour files in die current directory.

Now, in order to create a 2D intensity file that is accepted by BAKE, type

ws% mergeJayers uvILR£SIST_LAYER 190 >uvILcnt

This willmergethe ID intensitycontourfilescreatedusingthe miLlayers commandto create
a 2D intensity contour file uvILcrU.

The outyut fileneeds tobe edited to reflectthe spatial dimensions of thephotoresist In our
example, thex-axis domain is (-0.3,0.3) andthey-axis domain is (0.0,0.8)um. Thenumber
of x-points is 31 (fipom stmt14).Todo this,edit uvU.cnt withyourfavorite editor(e.g. vi,
onacs, etc.) and make the following changes:

xmin —> -0.3

xmax —> 0.3

ymin —> 0.0
ymax —> 0.8
nxpts —> 31

The 2D intensitycontourscan nowbe viewedby typing:

ws%contoiir -cstep 0.1 uvUxnt

A window shouldappearwith a contourplot looking like the following:
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0.8

o
U

0.4

0.2

0

CONTOUR PLOT

<
• X

x-i=^x:

TL2-

0.1

Mi

0.

nirnum

.0074

Maximum

r-

0.3

Thenodesapproximating theresistdomain in the merged contourfileare toomanyfor practi
calPostexposure bakesimulation. As canbe seenin the contourplot, the contours of theinten
sityprofile consistof sev^al standing waves.We canstudythe effects of Postexposure bakeon
thisprofile by simulating the top0.2um(-4 standing waves) of the 0.8umthickresist Since
the feature is symmetric about fee x-axis, we simulateonly half of the domain, i.e. (xmin,
xmax)=(0.0,0.3um).FurfeCTmore, the exposedregion is only a fraction of the domain. All
interestingactivities will take place in the exposedregionof the domain. Thus, we can trim
our simulationregioneven furtherby simulatinga widthof 0.25um.Torecap, our simulation
region is now (xmin,xmax) = (0,0.25) instead of (-0.3,0.3) and (ymin, ymax)= (0.6,0.8)
instead of (0.0,0.8).. To choose such a domain, type the following:

ws%sim_region uvILcnt 0.2 0.25

sim.region is a script that takeas an argumentthe resist thickness from top and widthfrom
center (0.2um thick and 0.25um wide in our example). It outputs the file bake.in (in Bake
directory) containing the intensity profile of fee specified region for BAKE and/or SILY2D
simulation. You should see fee following when you execute the above command:
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%sim_region uvll.cnt .2 .25

Original thickness = .8
Original width = .3
Original matrix = (90 x 31)
New thickness = .2

New width - .25

New matrix = (22 x 13)

Output file is /Bake/bake.in

Make sure you are in the Bake directory and type

i^%contour -cstep 0.1 bake^in

to view the new simulation domain. It should look like this:

0.05

CONTOUR PLOT

0.0095:

Maximum

0.57

0 0.06250.125 0.188 0.25

X-AXIS

A2 Postexposure Bake of DUV Resist Cross Section

We are now ready to run BAKE. Make sure bake.in exists in your Bake directory and choose
the following PEB parameters in bake.par.
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l.lOe-3

5.50

0.556

1.0

1.7

0.0

100.0

# Do: Diffusivity Coefficient

# K_l: Reaction RatRate e Coefficient

# K_2: Acid Loss Rate

# omega: Nonlinear Diffusion Coupling Coefficient

# fit: Acid fitting parameter

# k_4: Acid Sites Desorption rate constant

# t_final: Total Bake Time

lype:

ws% bake

to run the PEB simulation. You should see the following output

%bake

************* STORM ************

=:==:=:s==Reading Post Exposure Bake Parameters========

Diffusivity Coefficient = 0.0011

Reaction Rate Coefficient =5.5

Acid Loss Rate Coefficient = 0.556.

Nonlinear Diffusion Coupling Coefficient = 1

Acid Fitting Parameter (m) = 1.7

Acid Sites Desorption rate constant = 0

Total Post Escposure Bake Time = 100

===========Finished Reading Parameters:

Reading Initial Conditions from SPLAT
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Simulating the Top 22 Layers of Resist Matrix

Done Reading Initial Conditions ...

Initializing Triangulation ...

Triangulation Done ...

Allocating Memory for Data Structures ...

Data Structure Set Up Done ...

Starting Systems Solution ...

Program executed successfully. Steady State reached
before specified PEB time

Total Simulation Time : 1.45250000E+00 minutes

Writing SILY input file: hydro.in ...

Writing Matlab input file: bake.ext ...

To Acid Sites concentration in resist

2nm 'viewsplat' in matlab

To Activated Sites concentration in resist

run 'viewbake' in matlab

To visualize time evolution of PEB variables

run 'bdf2' in matlab

************** STORM **************

This simulationtakes approximately 1.5 minutes on a DEC Alpha Personal Workstation
(600MHz machine).A successful run of BAKEshouldoutputhydro.into the Sily2Ddirec
tory.

43 SPLAT and BAKE Outputs for DUV Resist Cross

section
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The final result obtainedfromrunningBAKEcan be viewedusing MATLAB. Type

ws% matlab

In MATLAB, type

»view5plat

You will beprompted toinput thenumber ofx points perlayer. This is thefirst number in
bake.in fileon line2.You willthenbe prompted to enterthesimulation region. Makesureyou
enterthisin an array format [ ]. Thefollowing outputfiom the above example is shown for
illustration:

» viewsplat

The ntJinber of xpoints can be found in bake.in file
line 2, first #

Enter this niomber now : 13

Enter simulation region [xmin xmax ymin ymax] : [0 .25
0 .2]

Warning: Duplicate x-y data points detected: using
average of the z values

> In /usr/sww/matlab-5.0/toolbox/matlab/polyfun/grid-
data.m at line 60

In /home/ebo/SRC/backup/Bake/viewsplat.m at line 53

Thefollowing twocommands plottheou^ut of BAKE on a diffia:ent graphwindow.

»figiire

»viewbake

The to plotsgenerated shouldlook like the ones shownbelow.
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4.4 Exposure Bake ofDUV Resist Top View

The following command is used to simulate a top view version of SPLAT.Theentire SPLAT
inputfile, splautv, is shown below. For moreinformation on thesecommands, pleaselookat
the explanationgiven under SPLAT in the PhysicalModels section of this manual.

# top view SPLAT exair^le for uvIIHS resist.
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# exanple featiire 1

2: wavelength=0.248 microns;

3; NA=0.45;

4: defocus=0.0 microns;

5: partial coherence=0.5;

6; simulated region is 2 x 2 um at 0 transmittance;

7; (0.8,0.0) 0.4umx0.8umatl transmittance;

7: (0.0,1.2) 2.0 umx 0.4 \amat 1 transmittance;

10;

11; 0.4 0.4 1.2 1.2 25 25 'tv.cnt';

0: end;

Toran a top viewSPLAT inputdeck*

Yfs% sglsKsplattv

Thissimulation willoeate a 2Dintensity contourfiles calledtvxnt in the currentdirectory.

The 2D intensity contours can now be viewedby typing:

ws%contoi]r -cstep 0.1 tvxnt

A window should appear witha contour plotlooking likethefollowing:
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4S PostexposoreofDUV resist (top view)

We are now ready to run BAKE. Make sure to move tv.cnt to bake.in in your Bake directory
and choose the following PEB parameters in bake.par.

l.lOe-3

5.50

0.556

1.0

1.7

100.0

# Do: Diffusivity Coefficient

# i^l: Reaction RatRate e Coefficient

# K_2: Acid Loss Rate

# omega: Nonlinear Diffusion Coupling Coefficient

# fit: Acid fitting parameter

# k_4: Acid Sites Desorption rate constant
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# t_final: Total Bake Time

lype:

bake

to run the PEB simulation. You should see the following output:

************* STORM ************

.===:===:==Reading Post Exposxire Bake Parameters:

Diffusivity Coefficient = 0.0011

Reaction Rate Coefficient =5.5

Acid Loss Rate Coefficient = 0.556

Nonlinear Diffusion Coupling Coefficient = 1

Acid Fitting Parameter (m) =1.7

Acid Sites Desorption rate constant = 0

Total Post Exposure Bake Time = 100

==:=======sr=:=Finished Reading Parameters============

Reading Initial Conditions from SPLAT ...

Simulating the Top 25 Layers of Resist Matrix

Done Reading Initial Conditions ...

Initializing Triangulation —

Triangulation Done ...

Allocating Memory for Data Structures ...

Data Structure Set Up Done —

Starting Systems Solution ...

Program executed successfully. Steady State reached
before specified PEB time
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Total Simulation Time : 8.34416667E+00 minutes

Writing SILY input file: hydro.in ...

Writing Matlab input file: bake.ext ..

To Acid Sites concentration in resist

run 'viewsplat' in matlab

To Activated Sites concentration in resist

run 'viewbake' in matlab

To visualize time evolution of PEB variables

run 'bdf2' in matlab

This simulatioii takes approximately 8.53 minutes on a DEC Alpha Personal Workstation
(600MHz machine). This is what the results of this simulation look like in MAELAB:

4.6 Exposure of TSI Resist

Theremaining sections of thischaptergiveanexample of simulating theTSILithogn^hy pro
cess. We wiUsimulate the Exposure, postexposure bake and silylation processes.

The following command is used to simulate thin-film SPLAT.

stmt 35: resist layer = RESIST_IiAYER 'film.tsi'
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contains the thin-film SPLATparameter values to be used in this particular simula
tion.. The parameters are chosen so as to linoitthe exposure to the near top region of the reist

The entire SPLAT input file splat.tsi is shownbelow.For more informationon these com
mands, please look at the explanation given under SPLATin the PhysicalModels sectionof
this manual.

# Fast thin-film SPLAT example for TSI resist.

# 0.25 iim feature

stmt 1: print = 3

stmt 2: lambda = 0.248 um

stmit 3: na = 0.6

strnit 4; defocus = 0.0 mode = 1

stmt 5; Sigma = 0.5

stmt 6; mask = 0.3 x 0.3 trans = 0;

stmit 7: cutout = (0.00, 0.00) 0.125 x 0.3 trans = 1;

stmt 35: resist layer = RESIST_LAYER 'film.tsi'

stmt 31: mag = 5 mode =0;

stmt 32: 50; #table look-up

stmit 10: 0 2;

strnit 14: outline from (-0.3, 0.0) to (0.3, 0.0)

& with 31 points mode = 1 in 'tsi.RESIST_LAYER'

end 0

Thg thih-filtn SPLAT inpht
4.73 -0.14 1.0 0.0

1.68 20.74 0.2 0.012 5 0.8 90

Torun a thin-filmSPLAT inputdeck use the nmJayers conunand. Type

ws% runJayers splaLtsi 190

This simulation will create 90 different ID intensity contour files in the current dhectory.

Now, in order to create a 2D intensity file that is accepted by BAKE, type

ws% merge.layers uvn.RESIST_LAYER 190 >tsLcnt

This willmergethe ID intensitycontourfilescreatedusingthe runJayers commandto create
a 2D intensity contour file tsLcnt.

Theou^ut file needsto be editedto reflectthe spatialdimensions of the photoresist In our
example, thex-axis domain is (-0.3,0.3)andthe y-axisdomain is (0.0,0.8) um.Thenumb^
of x-points is 31 (fiom stmt 14).Todo this, edit tsLcmwith your favoriteeditor (e.g. vi, emacs,
etc.) and make the following changes:
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xitiin —> 0.3

xmax —> -0.3

ymin —> 0.0
ymax —> 0.8
ns^ts —> 31

The 2D intensity contours can now be viewed by typing:

ws%contour -cstep 0.1 tsLcnt

A windowshould appearwith a contour plot looking like the following:

A

X

I

s

CONTOUR PLOT

I I t

hii.nimum

-le-05

Maximum

0.48

-0.30.15 0 0.150.3

X-AXIS

We choose the following domain for our simulation (xmin, xmax) = (0,0.2) and (ymin, ymax)
= (0.7,0.8) by typing:

ws%sim_region uvII.cntO.l 0.25

You should see the following:

%siin_region tsi.cnt .1 .2
Original thickness = .8
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Original width = .3

Original matrix = (90 x 31)

New thickness = .2

New width = .25

New matrix = (11 x 10)

Output file is /Bake/bake.in'

This will outputs the file bake.in containing the intensity contours of the specifiedregion for
BAKE and/or SILY2D simulation. Go to Bake directory and type

ws%contoiir -cstep 0.1 bake.in

to view the new simulation domain. I should look like this:

0.1

0.05

0.025

0

CONTOUR PLOT

MinirfsLirn

C.007S

—

i ! J

Maximum

0 0.05 0.1 0.15

X-AXIS

0.2

4.7 Post^osure Bake of TSI resist

We are now ready to run BAKE. Makesure you are in your Bake directory and choose the fol
lowing PEB parameters for bake,par.

l.lOe-3

5.50
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0.556

1.0

1.7

0.0

100.0

# Do; Diffusivity Coefficient

# K_l: Reaction RatRate e Coefficient

# K_2: Acid Loss Rate

# omega: Nonlinear Diffusion Coupling Coefficient

# fit: Acid fitting parameter

# k_4: Acid Sites Desorption rate constant

# t_final: Total Bake Time

ws% bake

to run die PEB simulation. Youshould see the following ou^ut

%bake

************* STORM ************

^Reading Post Exposure Bake Parameters^

Diffusivity Coefficient = 0.0011

Reaction Rate Coefficient =5.5

Acid Loss Rate Coefficient = 0.556

Nonlinear Diffusion Coupling Coefficient = 1

Acid Fitting Parameter (m) = 1.7

Acid Sites Desorption rate constant = 0

Total Post Exposure Bake Time = 100

==========Finished Reading Parameters=========

Reading Initial Conditions from SPLAT ...

Simulating the Top 11 Layers of Resist Matrix

Done Reading Initial Conditions ...
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Initializing Triangulation ...

Triangulation Done ...

Allocating Memory for Data Structures ...

Data Structure Set Up Done ...

Starting Systems Solution ...

Program executed successfully. Steady State reached
before specified PEB time

Total Simulation Time : 8.02166667E-01 minutes

Writing SILY input file: hydro.in ...

Writing Matlab input file: bake.ext ...

Writing SILY input file: sily.in ...

To Acid Sites concentration in resist

run 'viewsplat' in matlab

To Activated Sites concentration in resist

run 'viewbake' in matlab

To visualize time evolution of peblation variables

run 'bdf2' in matlab

************** STORM **************

This simulation takes appoximately 0.8 minutes on a 200MFlz SUN Ultra Ultra Sparc
machine.

4.8 SPLAT and BAKE Outputs ofTSI Resist

The final result obtained from running BAKE can be viewed using MATLAB. I^pe

%matlab
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In MATLAB, type

»viewsplat

You will be prompted to input the number of x points per layer. This is the first number in
bake.in file on line 2. You will then be prompted to enter the simulation region. Make sure you
enter this in an array format [ ]. The following output from the above example is shown for

. illustration:

» viewsplat

The number of :q?oints can be found in bake.in file
line 2, first #

Enter this number now ; 10

Enter simulation region [xmin xmax ymin ymax] : tO .2

Warning: Duplicate x-y data points detected: using
average of the z values

etc..

The following two commands plot the ouq)ut of BAKE on a different graph window.

»figure

»viewbake

The to plots generated should look like the ones shown below.
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4.9 Sitylation ofTSI resist without prior PEB

SILY2D expects the input files called bake.m (sim^gion output) and kydro.in (BAKE out
put).. K S1LY2D is being run without a previous BAKE run« any image file firom SPLATmust
be moved to bake.in for S1LY2D to executeproperly.

Torun SILY2D, the silylationparametervaluesmust be specifiedin the file sUy.par.

Example S1LY2D parameters input file (sily.par)

l.Oe-3

1.0

0.01

1.0

1.0

100.0

500.0

10.0

5.5e-05

0.001

0.634

0.01

100.0

# D: Diffusivity Coefficient

# K_l: Reaction RatRate e Coefficient

# psi: Nonlinear Stress Coupling Coefficient

# omega: Nonlinear Diffusion Coupling Coefficient

# t_relax: Polymer Relaxation Time

# eta: Polymer Viscosity

# alpha: Yoimg Modulus?

# P: Chamber Pressiire

# k_3: Silylation Agent Adsorption rate constant

# k_4: Silylation Agent Desorption rate constant

# E_max: Polymer Swelling Parameter (get rid of
later)

# A_max: Polymer Swelling Parameter (get rid of
later)

# t_final: Total Silylation Time

Type:
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ws% sily -splat

to run S1LY2D without prior PEB simulation. Youshould see the following output

% sily -splat

**************** STORM *************

Simulating Silylation WITHOUT prior Postexposure Bake

=======:====Reading Silylation Parameters==========

Diffusivity Coefficient = 0.001

Reaction Rate Coefficient = 1

Nonlinear Stress Coupling Coefficient = 0.01

Nonlinear Diffusion Coupling Coefficient = 1

Polymer Relaxation Time = 1

Polymer Viscosity = 100

Polymer Young Modulus = 500

Chamber Pressure =10

Silylation Agent Adsorption rate constant = 5.5e-05

Silylation Agent Desorption rate constant = 0.001

Maximum Et^anded Site = 0.63452

Polymer Swelling Parameter (get rid of later) = 0.01

Total Silylation Time = 100

=======;=====Finished Reading Parameters======:

Simulating the Top 11 Layers of Resist Matrix

Done Reading Initial Conditions ...

Initializing Triangulation ...

Triangulation Done —

Allocating Memoiry for Data Structures ...

Data Structure Set Up Done ...
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Starting Systems Solution ...

Total Simulation Time : 8.80555556E-01 minutes

Writing Matlab input file: sil.ext ...

Writing Matlab input file: bdf.ext ...

To visualize silicon concentration in resist

run 'sily' in matlab

To visualize time evolution of silylation variables

run 'bdf2' in matlab

**************** STORM *************

ThissimulatiGii takes appoximately 0.88minutes on a DECAlphaPersonal Workstation
(600MHz machine).

4.10 Viewing SILY2D withontPEB

Thefinal resultobtained 6om running SILY2D without PEBcanbe viewed usingMAILAB.
Type

In MATLAB, type

»viewsily

This will generate a plot similar to the one shown below.
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4.11 Silylation ofTSI resist mth prior PEB

To simulate silylation after PEB type:

ws% sily -bake

You should see the following output:

% sily -bake

Simulating Silylation WITH prior Post Exposure Bake

^Reading Silylation Parameters:

Diffusivity Coefficient = 0.001

Reaction Rate Coefficient = 1

Nonlinear Stress Coupling Coefficient = 0.01

Nonlinear Diffusion Coupling Coefficient = 1

Polymer Relaxation Time = 1

Polymer Viscosity = 100

Polymer Young Modulus = 500

Chamber Pressure = 10

Silylation Agent Adsorption rate constant = 5.5e-05

Silylation Agent Desorption rate constant = 0.001

Maximun Expanded Site = 0.53452
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Polymer Swelling Parameter (get rid of later) = 0.005

Total Silylation Time = 100

===========Finished Reading Parameters============

Reading Initial Conditions from BAKE ...

Simulating the Top 11 Layers of Resist Matrix

Done Reading Initial Conditions ...

Initializing Triangulation ...

Triangulation Done ...

Allocating Memory for Data Structures ...

Data Structure Set Up Done ...

Starting Systems Solution —

Total Simulation Time : 8.86666667E-01 minutes

Writing Matlab input file: sil.ext ...

Writing Matlab input file: bdf.ext ...

To visualize silicon concentration in resist

run 'sily' in matlab

To visualize time evolution of silylation variables

run 'bdf2' in matlab

**************** STORM *************

Thissimulation takesappoximately 0.89minutes on a DECAlphaPersonal Workstation
(600MHz machine).
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4.12 Viewing SILY2D with PEB

The final result obtained from running SILY2D without PEB can be viewed using MATLAB.
Type

%matlab

In MATLAB, type

»viewsily

This will generate a plot similar to the one shown below.
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5.0 Physical Models In STORM

This section presents an overviewof the physicalmodels in STOKM.The presentation moves
from optical applications to postexposuiebake and silylation..For more information,see the
ref^ences listed in the appendix.

5.1 Optical Image Models and Algorithms - SPLAT

The optical imagesimulation is carriedout by SPLAT version5.0. This thin-filmversionof
SPLAT allows high NA images to be calcula^ within the resist layer.

The algorithm is basedon Hopkin's^roach as extended by Michael Yeung to includethin-
filmeffectsin the pupil fimction. SPLAT version5.0 also allowsaberrations to be specified in
Zenike poljmomi^ orwave front m^s.Modified illuminations inthe form ofquadrupole,
flnniilar or illumination m£q)s can be Specified. Phase shiftmasks and inlens filt^ing are also
included.

Theprogram is arable of simulating the effects of lensaberrations, apodization, spatial filter
ing,focus andmagnification effects forhighNA, andmodified illumination, andthefive pri
marylensaberrations: coma, astigmatism, distortion, spherical aberration, andcurvature or
defocus. Apodization schemes, such as theHitachi spatial filter, canbe added to theillumina
tionsysteriL Annular, offoxis andquadrupole illumination sources canbe alsobesimulated.
As mentioned before, the latest version ofSPLAT (version 5.0) which comes with this release
is alsocapableof modelling thin-film interferenceeffects.

Hereare a few of the more conunonlyusedSPLAT commandsfrom the SPLAT userguide:

[STATEMENT] 1printlevel

STATEMENT 1 sets the levelof diagnostic output generatedby the program.PRINT-
L£VEL=1 produces no diagnostic output, whilePR1NTLEVEL=2 causestheprogram to
echothe inputlinesto theoutput PRINTLEVEL=3, on theotherhand, is primarily for
interactive/diagnostic useandcauses theprogram to reportwhenstatement execution is
completed bydisplaying theinputparameters. Thedefault value ofPRINTLEVEL is 1.

[STATEMENT] 2 wavelength

This statementsets the wavelength, in micrometers,of the light used to illuminatethe
mask.Currently, the program is set up to acc^t onlya singlewavelengdi. The defaultis
WAVELENGTH = 0.436 pm.

[STATEMENT] 3 numericaLaperture

The imagingsystemis projection-lype, withan imaginglens numericalap^ture equal to
NUMERICAL.APERTURE. Default NUMERICAL.APERTURE is 0.28.

[STATEMENT] 4 d^ocus[mode]
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The image can be calculated at a plane oth^ than the plane of best focus. The distance
finom the plane of best focus, DEFOCUS, is measured in micrometers and defaults to 0.0
Mm. Positive DEFOCUS is defined as being below the gaussian plane, while n^ative
DEFOCUS is above iLMODEis an integer flag used to specify the fype ofdefocus. MODE
= 1 specifiesthat true defocus ) willbe used and is the defaultmode. MODE = 0
specifies that^proximatedefocus (i - p^/2) will beused.

[STATI^IENT] 5 sigma [sigmajn]

STATEMENT5 sets the partial coherence factor, SIGMA, of the imaging system. Only
valuesofpartial coherencethat lie between 0.0 (fiillcoherence) and 1.0 (partial coherence)
are accepted by the program. SIGMA defaults to 0.7, a value common to most projection
printers. SIGMA_IN isused for aimular illumination schemes. Itindicates die r^us ofthe
illumination cone which will be blocked out The actual illumination occurs only in the
annulus firom SIGMA.IN to SIGMA. SIGMAJDNT defaults to 0.0.

[STATEMENT] 6 xlengtk ylength [transmittance [scale]]

The working area is the size of the mask which is to be imaged and is specified by
XUENGTH and YL^GTH in micrometers. This specified area is actually only the first
quadrant in Cartesian coordinates.The total/unfoldedarea is bounded by &e coordinates (-
XUENGTH,-YLENGTH), (- XLENGTH,YLENGTH), (XLENGTH,YLENGTH).
QCT ,F.NGTH,-YLENG'n^, and aperiodic extension in both the Xand Ydirections is
assumed. The optional TElANSMmANCE is the initial transmittance of the mask (usu
ally eithtf 1 for transparent or 0 for opaque). The image calculation time is ^roximately
proportional to die square of the imaged area, and to avoid long conqiutation times, field
sizes with total areas greaterthan 16 micrometerssquared should be avoided.One way to
do this is to take advantage of symmetry - see STAFI^^ENT 7 for details. The default for
TRANSMITTANCE is 0, while XLENGTH and YL^GTH both default to 2.0 microme
ters. SCALE is a positive real number that can be used to scale the mask. This scale factor
will also apply to any STATEMENTS 7,8,27, and 28 that come after a STATEMENT6.

[STATEMENT] 7 xcoordycoordxlenylen transmittance[phase]

This statement is used to add a rectangular feature to the mask. The rectangle specified is
mirrored aaross the x and y axes. Rectangles may overlap other rectangles - it is the user's
responsibility to make sure no part of the mask has transmittance greater than 1 or less than
0.

XCOORD = Xcoordinate oflow^ left comer ofrectangle

YCOORD = y coordinate of low^ left comer ofrectangle

XL^ = length ofrectangle in x direction

YLEN = length ofrectangle in y direction

TRANSMTTIANCEs transmittance of the rectangle relative to the current transmittance
of the mask where it is to be placed.

PHASE = phase angle (normally 0 degrees). This option is used for phase shifted masks.
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As an example, to spediy a 2 pm x 2 pm transparent square in a 5 pm x 5 pm opaque
mask, the following statements could be used:

STATEMENT 6:5 um x S um at 0 transmittance;

STATEMENT 7: (2.0,2.0) 2.0 um x 2.0 um at 1 transnoittance;

However, symmetry can and should be utilized to reduce the computation time by locating
the center of the rectangle at the origin of the coordinate system in the following mann^:

STATEMENT 6:2umx2umat0 transmittance;

STATEMENT 7: (0.0,0.0) 1.0 um x 1.0 um at 1 transmittance;

In the last twoinputstatements above, a 1 pm x 1 pm transparent squareis deiOned in a 2
pm X2 pm opaquemask. Becausethe program automaticallymakes even periodicexten
sions m the Xand y directions,die region specifiedby the user is actually only the first
quadrantin thecartesiancoordinatesystem;the otherfiireequadrantsare the mirrorimages
of the first, refiected across the x and y-axes respectively. Therefore, the 1 pm x 1 pm
squaredefinedaboveis actuallyonly part of a 2 pm x 2 pm square,with the centerof sym
metry ofthat larger square locked atthe origin. Inasimilar manner, anopaque square on a
transparent maskcanbe defined usingthe statements below,wherethe transmittance is 1
for die background, and -1 for the square.

STATEMENT 6:2umx2umatl transmittance;

STATEMENT 7: (0.0,0.0) 1.0 um x 1.0 um at -1 transnoittance;

[STATEMENTl 8 xcoordycoordxUnylen transmittance[phase]; or

[STATEMENT] Sxlyl X2y2x3 y3 transmittance[phase];

Adda triangular sqierture to themask. Thetriangle specified is mirrored across thex andy
axes. Triangles mayoverlap othertriangles andrectangles - it is theuser's responsibility to
make surenopartof themask hastransmittance greater than1 orlessthan0.Thetriangle
can bespecifi^ intwo ways - as aright-angled triangle defined by the comer (right angle)
point, baseandheight orasa general trian^e defined by threepoints. Again, even periodic
extensions in the x and y directions are assumed. Pleasenote that if only six arguments are
provided, theprogram assumes thatdietriangle being defined is a right- angled triangle.

XCOORD = Xcoordinate ofcomer of right-angled triangle

YCOORD= y coordinate of comer of right-angledtriangle
XLEN= base lengthof right-angled triangle(maybe negativeto flip triangle)
YLEN= heightof right-angled triangle(maybe negativeto flip triangle)
XI = Xcoordinate of point defining general triangle

Y1 = y coordinate of point defining general triangle
X2 = Xcoordinate of point defining general triangle

Y2 = y coordinate of point defining general triangle

X3 = Xcoordinate of point defining general triangle

Y3 = y coordinate of point defining general triangle
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TRANSMmANCB= transmittance of the triangle relative to the current transmittance
of the mask where it is to be placed.

PHASE = phase angle (normally 0 degrees). This option is used for phase shifted masks.

Input Statements:

Statement 6: XM x YM @0;

Statement 7: (0,0) (XL,YL) @1;

(-XM,YM) (XM, YM) (3M,YM)

(-XM,- (3XM,-YM)

(-XM,-3YM) (XM, -3YM) (3XM, -3YM)

[STATEMENT] 9nxny [mode [xllcyllc xlenylen[diffiagJJ]['filename'];

STATEMH^ 9 is used to calculate the transmittance profileof the mask. The transmit
tance at any point is the sum of the working area(mask) transmittance (see STATEMENT
6) and the transmittances of all rectangles or triangles defined by STATEMENTS 7 and 8
that cover that point. The output file consistsof a list of transmittancesat points on a grid
defined by NX and NY.The default is to calculate for the entire working area, but the user
can specify a smaller (or larger) area. MODE defines the tj^ of output obtained firom this
statement MODE = 0 produces output to a specified file, MODE = 1 sends a crude contour
plot to the terminal, while MODE = 2 does both.

NX = number of divisions along x axis (default = 20)

NY = number of divisions along y axis (default = 20)

MODE = type of output desired

XLLC = Xcoordinate of lower left comCT of rectangle to be plotted

YLLC = y coordinate of lower left comer of rectangle to be plotted
XI EN length of rectangle in x direction
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YUEN = length of lectangle in y direction

DIFFLAG = 1 to limit spatial frequencies (nonnaOy not used)
FIT .F.NAMK= name of file into which to store the calculated intensities.

[STATEMENT] 10 [mode [force]] ['filename']',

STAGTEMENT10 orders the programto calculate the transmissioncross-coefhcients
(TCCs) as well as the Fouri^ coefficients of the image intensity profile. This statement can
take a long time to execute.MODE = 1 stores the TCCs in binary form in the file FILE
NAME. FORCE is an integer flag which forces the program to choose which of the 3 inte
grationroutines shouldbe used for TCC calculation. FORGE= 0 is the default,FORCE=
1 uses a 1-dimensional integrationroutine, whileFORCE = 2 uses a 2-dimensional integra
tion scheme. When aberrationsother than approximatedefocus are used or when magnifi
cation is set, FORCE = 2 is used automatically.

[STAE^IENT] 11 [xllcyllcxlenylen [nxny]] ['filename']'.

This statementcalculatesthe imageintensitywithina rectanglespecified by XLLC,YLLC,
XLEN,YUEN. The intensities are calculatedat each point of a rectilinearNX by NY
equally spaced giid widiin diatrectangle. (Note: Maximum NX'̂ 'NY is 10000) Thisou^ut
filemaybe usedwitha 3-dimensional plotting package to provide eithera 3- dimensional
intensity profile or an intensity contour plot The parameters are:

XLLC = Xcoordinate oflower left comer of rectangle to be plotted

YLLC= y coordinate of lowerleft comerof rectangleto be plotted
XT EN = length of rectangle in x direction

YLEN = length ofrectangle in y direction

NX = numbo: of grid-pointsin the x direction(default is 50)

NY = numberof grid-points in the y direction(defaultis 50)

FILENAMES namft offile into which to store the calculated intensities.

[STATEMENT] 12 'filename'

Save the Fourier coefficientsthat describe mask transmittance and image intensity.This
inputlinewillproduce a relatively large(approx. 30kbytes) binary output file, which con
tains the Fourier coefficients as well as the imaging system parameters- numericalaper
ture,wavelength, coh^nce factor, masksize.The coefficients canbe reloaded with
STATEMENT 13 to generate more plot jfiles of the same mask pattern.

[STATEMENT] 13 'filename'

STATEMl^n' 13 is used to load the Fouri^ mask and image coefficients previously saved
with STATEMENT 12.Tha:efore, for a givenset of imaging system paramet^ (N.A.,
wavelength, sigma,masksizeand pattmi), the intensityprofileneedonlybe calculated
once with STATEMENT 10. STATEMENT 12 saves the data computed by STATEMENT
10 for later use, and STATEMENT 13 reloads this data. Note that the TCCs saved via
STATEMENT10 can be used for any mask pattem, as long as the field size remains con-
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stant. On the other hand, STATEMENT 12-13 saves the Fourier coefficients only, so these
can be used only for one particularmask pattern.

[STATEMENT] 14xi yi xfyf[npts [mode]] ['filename']'.

Calculatethe imageintensityprofile alongthe linejoining points(XI,YI)and (XF,YF). The
numberof pointsalongthatprofile andis optionaUy specified by NPTS,whichdefaults to
50.Theintensity profile is outputin the sameformatas a SAMPLE f77punch7 file. The 'x'
values in the file represent the distance along the line fiom the point Q^YID* while the *y*
values represent the light intensity normalized to 1.00.Again,MODEis an integerflag,
nonnally 0, usedto specifythe format of the intensityprofile.MODE = 1 outputs the inten
sitieswith5 decimal spaces(ascoiiq)ared to 3 withMODE= 0).Thisoptionis particularly
useful for analysisof smallpattens such as defects, where the intensity is very low.

XI = Xcoordinate of initial plot point

YI = y coordinate of initial plot point

XF = Xcoordinate of final plot point

YF = y coordinateof finalplot point

NPTS = numb^ of points (defeultis 50, niaximnm is 500)
MODE = accuracyflag (defaultsto 0)

[STATEMH^ 30 spot_radim Jx Jy

STATEMENT 30 allows entry of a single illumination spot The SPOTJRADIUS is the
radiusof the illumination spotwhile (JxJy) indicateits coordinatesin the entrance,pupil
of the system. The radiusof the entrancepiq)il is normalized to 1. Multipleillumination
spots are specified by usingup to 10of thesestatements. For example,the following com
mands de&e a quadbrupole illumination scheme for a system witha partialcoherence of
0.695.The systempartialcoh^nce is computedautomatically as the smallest sigma
which will overlap all illuminationspots.

STATEMENT 30: Spotjradius = 0.2 at (0.35,0.35);

STATEMENT 30: Spotjradius = 0.2 at (-0.35,0.35);

STATEMENT 30: Spot_jadius = 0.2 at (0.35,-0.35);

STATEMENT 30: Spotjradius = 0.2 at (-0.35,-0.35);

[STATEMENT] 31 magnification [mode]

This statement is used to include magnification effects in the calculation of the aerial
image.MAGNIFICATION (or morepreciselydenagnetization) is definedas the object
heightdividedby the imageheight MODE= 0, the defaultmode, specifies that the mask
image will be calculatedusing the mask dimensionsat the mask plane. MODE = 1 speci
fiesthat the maskimage willbe calculatedusing the mask dimensions scaleddownby
MAGNIFICATION. This statement must be called prior to STATEMENT 6.

[STATEMENT] 32 [grid_pts [symmetry]]
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This statement turns on the use of the table lookup routines when calculating the TCCs.
Instead of recalculatingthe piq)ilfunction every time, the values are stored in a table and
subsequently looked up. The main use of this feature is to speed up the thin-jQlm calcula
tions (STAEEMENT 35) and it does not provideany speedupfor systemswith only few
aberrations. The numberof columnsand rows of the lookup table is initializedwith dimen
siongridj>ts X grid_pts. A goodnumberof grid pointsis 50 for the thin film cases-the
resultsdifferby less than 1%from those when not usingthe table. The maximum number
ofgridpoints is 400andthedefault is 50.Thesymmetry parameter refersto theuseof sym
metryin the calculation of the TCCs (STATEMENT 10) which normallyreduces the com
putation time. When symmetry = 0, symmetry in theTCCcalculation is turnedoff.This
willspeedup the simulation timewhenthemaskareais verysnoall sincethe det^mination
ofthe symmetry dominates the simulation time. Explicitly ^sabling the symmetry isonly
p^mitted inconjunction withSTATEMENT 35.Bydefault symmetry = 1whichis thestate
of normal operation.

[STATEMENT] 35 resistJayer 'thm-film_data_file'

Statement 35 allows the imageto be calculated witihin the photoresist Theresist is splitup
intomany thin layers as specified in the 'thin-filmjiataJUe'.Theformat of thethin-film
input file is given below. Ibe correct number ofparameters mustbe listed oneach lineand
anynumberof spaces(butno tabs) maybe used to separatethem.
Thin-ii^in Hatn Ffle Input Fonnat

sabstrate_n subsrtate.k medhmun mediiim_k wavelength

resist.n ABC dose thickness layers

layerljD layerl_k thickness

layer2_n layei2_k thickness

layerl2_n layerl2_k thickness

The first four parameters are the real and imaginary parts ofrefractive ind^ ofthesub
strate and me^um (Air) respectively. The fifth parameter isthe wavelength infile initial
medium. Thenextlinespecifies theresist properties: therealpartoftheindex ofrefraction;
file resist A,B,Cparameters, used tocalculate theimaginary part oftheindex ofreflec
tion; dose; thickness; and numberof layers.Anylines following the resist parameters spec
ifythereal and imaginary parts of theindex ofrefraction of layers under thephotoresist
and their thicknesses. Up to 12 layers may be specified.

Thin.film Utilities

Thefollowing UNIXsoipts andor C programs havebeencreated:
runJayers - a unixscriptto runmany thin-film interference simulations usinga single
input iUe

Usage: rwulayers splat_input_file startJayer endJayer
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The script searches for the word 'RESJSTJLAYER' and replaces it with the cunent resist
layer and dien calls SPLAT.At the end of the simiilation th^e will be endjayer ID inten
sity files in your cunent directory.Since this script calls SPLAT, it noiust be accessible fi^om
your cunent directory.

mei^e.layen5 - a unix script used to merge the ID intensity files created using run.layers
into a 2D intensity contour file

Usage: merge.layersfilename_RESISTJLAYER.plot startJayer endjayer

merge.coiitoiirs - a unix script used to merge the 2D intensity contour files created using
run.lay^ into 3D intensity file for input in SAMPLE-3D

Usage: merge.layerJilename_RESISTJLAYER.ctr startJayer endjayer

For an illustration of these scripts please refer to the tutorial on Lithography Simulation in
section 3.1 of this document

S2 Postexposure bake, Reaction and Diffiision • BAKE

The BAKE program coverts the aerial image and/or the cumulativeenergy deposited p^ unit
volume to activated sites concentration under tq)propriateprocess effects. When an initial
aerial image is specified the effect ofadd diffusion during the exposure can be calculated.

It is commonin resist models to desoibe the exposureby convertingan exposuredose to an
initial add concentration through Dill's ABC parameters. The PEB both difhises the add and
drives die reaction to alt^ the solubility of the film. IMssolution models diea predict develop
ment as a function of extent ofreaction in order to arrive at a final resist profile.

The equations utilized for the reaction diffusion kinetics in die BAKE simulator are:

^as =Ki(l-CasKa"

= V«(DVCa)-K2Ca

whereCas is the normalized extentof reaction,Kj is the reactionrate, Ca is the normalized
acid concentration,K2is the acid loss rate, m is a fittingparameter,and D is the acid diffiisiv-
ity. If D is a constant the post exposurebake is described by a Fickeanprocess. If the diffiisiv-
ity is concentrationdependent, the PEB is described by a type n diffusionprocess. The type n
diffusionmodel used in BAKE is of the form D=Doexp(wCas).
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53 Resist SUylation - S1LY2D

The silylation model implemented in STORM is described by the following set of nonlinear
di£f(^ntial equations;

II =-K^SH^VDexp{wE)VS |? =-K^SH |^=K^SH-^^ |f =̂

w r w

vriiere 5 is the concentration of the silylating agent, iifis die concentration of bonding sites, U
is theconcentration of unexpended sites,E is theconcentration of expanded sites[l],A is the
area of the resist film, and a are the resulting strain rate and stress throughthe polymer
film as a functionof the mducedswellingandresist materialparameters. Stressdq)endenceis
introduced dirou^ thereaction rateKi=Kexp(-(an +Ea)/RT). where is theresultant normal
stress as calculated firom the induced surface tractions and body forces in the filuLlhe nonlin
eardiffusion model captures thesharpboundary experimentally observed between sdylated
and unsilylatedareas and near linear uptakewith processing time.
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